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Abstract. There are two major approaches to teaching operating systems: conceptual and detailed. I explore the middle ground with an approach designed to equip students with the tools to explore detail later
as the need arises, without requiring the time and grasp of detail needed
to understand a full OS implementation. To meet those goals, I apply
various strategies to di↵erent concepts, for example, faking the detail
and using techniques from computer architecture simulation. The course
aims to give students a better sense of how things work than a conceptual approach without the time required for a full implementation-based
course.

1

Introduction

Operating systems (OS) courses divide roughly into a general survey of OS
features and variations – a conceptual approach – and those that dive into detail.
The latter category includes use of a real OS (usually these days one with free
source such as the Linux kernel), or an OS designed specifically for teaching and
research such as MINIX [23].
At Rhodes University (South Africa’s smallest research-intensive university),
the third year OS module in a Computer Science major takes 4 weeks each with
5 lectures and one practical (of 3 hours), and students usually take two thirdyear subjects, allowing 20 hours per subject per week. Timetabled contact time
of 8 hours leaves 12 hours a week for independent work. That is insufficient time
to go into much detail of a full-scale or even cut-back OS such as MINIX.
Since most programming courses at Rhodes are taught using higher-level
languages that manage memory and abstract away all the details of the machine,
one of my goals in the OS module is to reinforce exposure to the machine layer
and notions like machine addresses, only seen in a small part of our curriculum.
Finally, learning really requires some exposure to how professionals in the real
world work [11] – so some aspect of developing code typical of OS internals is
necessary for a real understanding of the area.
The approach I describe here attempts to achieve some of the benefits of
a full-scale implementation-oriented OS course without the time commitment
required to do so. Strategies used include:
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– faking part of the system – e.g, to illustrate file system variations like a file
allocation table (FAT) [5] or inodes [13], I implement RAM-based structures
illustrating how the disk-based pointers would be organized
– architecture simulation techniques – trace-driven simulation [24] allows a
small part of a system to be simulated provided a trace of memory accesses
is available to drive the simulation
In the remainder of this paper, I provide background to relevant educational
theory and other approaches to teaching operating systems. I go on to explain
the design of my course followed by more detail. I share experience from running
the course this way and wrap up with conclusions.

2

Background

Earlier theories of learning focused on cognition. The constructivist model, for
example, inspired by the work of Piaget [18], was based on di↵erent levels of
sophistication of building mental models [3], similarly to Bloom’s Taxonomy,
which ranks di↵erent levels of problem solving in terms of sophistication [10].
Social constructivism adds to constructivism the notion that there is a social
aspect in learning – that construction of knowledge, while a cognitive process,
is influenced by interactions with others [7]. The social construction model goes
a step further and divorces learning from cognitive models, focusing instead on
how knowledge is created by social interaction [11,4].
Whether we accept a cognitive view of learning or change our focus to a purely
social model, the consensus is that learning requires doing – a strong argument
against a pure survey approach. Understanding an OS requires overcoming a
number of misconceptions [16]; it is hard to see how such misconceptions can be
overcome without a strongly practical component to an OS course.
In the early 2000s, instructional operating systems such as Nachos, Topsy and
Yalnix were designed to abstract key concepts to simplify teaching [2]; Pintos
is more recent [17]. Some teach the Linux kernel [15,8,6] and others Windows
internals [21]. All these whole-system approaches require significant time to learn
the basics before getting into detail.

3

Course Design

For the Rhodes OS course, the approach I take is to cover major ideas in lectures
and drill down to implementation in practicals. I provide detailed notes [12] and
work through examples and concepts in class, interspersed with C programming
techniques with the aim of preparing the class for the next practical exercise.
Main headings follow a typical OS course outline:
– The Kernel
• system calls and interprocess communication (IPC)
• what goes in kernel vs. user space – microkernels vs. monolithic kernels

• what the kernel does
– Schedulers
• theoretical approaches
• practical approaches
• examples: Windows and Linux schedulers
– IO and Files – including inodes and FAT file organiation
• device interface
• files and devices
• performance – including speed as well as reliability and fault tolerance
• protection and security
• other device types
– Memory – mostly virtual memory (VM) using pages
• history and rationale for memory management
• key concepts of VM
• more advanced concepts
• examples including real machines and translation lookaside bu↵ers (TLBs)
– Parallel Programming – including Pthreads, UNIX-style processes and IPC
• concepts
• launching
• sharing and communication
• synchronization
• distributed systems and the cloud
• parallel programming hazards
All of this can relatively easily be covered with a survey approach; there are good
OS texts that do just that [23,22]. The challenge is how to approach these topics
in more depth without a full implementation of an OS – or more specifically, in
a relatively short time.
The approach I take is to implement small fragments of an OS that can be
designed, implemented and tested independently so that a whole OS does not
need to exist or be understood to do practical work. I describe here two major
approaches: implementing a small, simplified subset of functionality in a way
that can be tested in isolation and using trace-driven simulation to implement
functionality that would normally be driven by execution of user-level code.
I also illustrate user-level functionality by showing how to use system calls
and standard libraries that implement functionality that illustrates core concepts
like synchronization and parallel programming.
3.1

Small Subset

File system concepts can be implemented at least to some extent without the
whole OS. The key concepts I want to illustrate in the course are the way the file
system can be layered (as in a UNIX-style file system with a virtual file system
on top of which the actual file system is implemented) and the pointer structure
of an inode or FAT file system.

typedef struct FS_attributes {
char
fstype[FSTYPEN]; // type of FS
blocksize_t
blocksize;
blockpointer_t numblocks;
blockpointer_t maxfiles;
blockpointer_t bitmapSize;
// in blocks
blockpointer_t directory;
// must be followed
blockpointer_t first_fileptr;
// must be followed
blockpointer_t freespacelist;
// must be followed
blockpointer_t first_data_block;
blockpointer_t mappedblocks;
// minus attributes,
} FS_attributes;

by first_fileptr
by freespacelist
by first_data_block
directories, etc.

Fig. 1. Highly simplified VFS structure. It includes just enough detail to find blocks
that are either system overheads such as directories or file blocks.

3.2

Trace-Driven Simulation

To implement trace-driven simulation, I generate traces using Pin [9], which I
use to generate a trace file out of a user-level executable containing a record of
instructions fetched (as their address) and addresses read and written. To approximate the e↵ect of interrupts, I add into the trace files artificially-generated
records of interrupts, each with the latency of handling the interrupt.
3.3

User-Level Examples

Synchronization, process launching and threads, while good to understand at the
kernel level, are hard enough at the user level that I consider it adequate to use
user-level coding for these examples. Areas covered include Pthreads [14], UNIXstyle fork and various modes of IPC (shared memory, memory maps and pipes).
I also review various synchronization primitives including mutexes, spinlocks and
barriers – including efficiency and implementation issues. The class does practical
work to implement examples that are designed to illuminate principles.

4

Course Detail

To illustrate how all this works in practice, I provide examples of practical problems set, covering the various techniques. For a simplified subset that can be
tested in isolation, I use the example of implementation of a file system. For
trace-driven simulation, I use two examples: scheduling and VM. Finally, I illustrate the use of user-level examples with parallel programming.
4.1

Small Subset: File System

To illustrate how a file system is implemented, I provide code that crudely approximates to the split between a virtual and actual file system. A virtual file

struct Inode {
// attributes: permissions and path
char path[NAMELENGTH]; // byte 0 nonzero if a valid inode
unsigned int permissions;
unsigned int size;
FS_t *filesystem;
blocksize_t blocksize; // property of file system but fixed once set
blockpointer_t direct_pointers[NUMBERDIRECT]; // size must be constant
blockpointer_t single_indirect_pointers; // points to FS pointer block
};
Fig. 2. Simplified inode. I omit many details (e.g., timestamps, link count).

system (VFS) was originally designed to hide implementation details such as
whether the file system is local or remote [20]; in my approximation to this, a
low-level file system implements block operations on a device simulated in RAM
that can be used without needing to know where blocks are stored, capturing
the essence of a VFS without the complexity. This simplified VFS (Fig. 1) allows
implementing operations on an inode-based system to create, remove or extend
a file – or doing the same using FAT. A bitmap representing free or allocated
blocks provides exercises in bitwise operations. Conceptual challenges students
must deal with include understanding that file system pointers are not the same
as memory pointers (they refer to device blocks, not bytes in main memory) and
that data structures used to represent files can be complex to navigate.
Figure 2 illustrates my minimalist inode structure. It contains a pointer to
a data structure defining the VFS in which it is contained; all other “pointers”
are disk block numbers, as determined by the VFS. The VFS knows that a file
system contains certain overheads – directories, top-level file pointers – and the
actual file system initializes it with sizes of these overheads.
4.2

Trace-Driven Simulation: scheduling and virtual memory

Pin allows me to produce trace files that mark memory addresses as one of read
(“R”), write (“W”) or instruction fetch (“I”). I add in fake interrupts at regular
intervals, each of fixed latency (“X”; the number in the file in this case is the
latency, not an address). Here is an example of an extract from a trace file:
I
W
X
R

0xb78882a0
0xbfd913d4
0x3E8
0xbfd91564

In this example, there is an interrupt with latency (in clock ticks) 0x3E8 =
100010 . Each instruction fetch is assumed to add 1 clock tick. If I am not simulating memory hierarchy, reads and writes are fully pipelined (add no latency).
To create a workload, my simulator reads in a list of trace file names that
represent a process per trace file.

Scheduling To keep things simple I assume that all interrupts are only processed once a waiting process reaches the head of a single wait queue. To simulate
scheduling, it is only necessary to process instruction fetches and interrupts from
the trace file; memory reads and writes are ignored. If a process is interrupted,
it goes to the wait queue until it reaches the head of the wait queue and after
than becomes ready only after its latency has expired. This framework allows
comparison of variations, e.g., round-robin scheduling and multilevel feedback
queues (as in Windows [19] and some versions of Linux [1]).
While avoiding the true complexity of a scheduler, in the spirit of “just
enough abstraction”, students see the main issues.
Virtual Memory VM is even harder to code at the true hardware level than
scheduling, since implementation has to match hardware functionality closely.
Trace-driven simulation simplifies exploring variations like alternative page table
structures and the functioning of a TLB. By including reasonable numbers for
latency of operations, even if the detail is not fully simulated, it is possible
to illustrate the performance impact of design choices. In addition, giving the
students an example and asking them to implement a variation makes it possible
for them to get a sense of how a real system is implemented.
Given a single-level page table, implementing a two-level page table provides
a reasonably challenging programming example. Another example of similar levels of difficulty and insights is evaluating the e↵ect of a TLB.
4.3

User-Level: parallel programming

Finally, to illustrate concepts related to processes, threads and IPC, user-level
programming can provide good insights. Examples I use include:
–
–
–
–

threads vs. processes – given an example of one, recode using the other
shared memory vs. memory maps – again, recode in the other type
synchronization – focus on a subset of types of options (barrier, mutex, etc.)
IPC primitives – coding using pipes adds another dimension

To fit the limited time, I vary what is covered in lectures vs. in practicals.

5

Experience

My experience of explaining concepts like multilevel page tables and TLBs in
lectures is that they are very difficult concepts to grasp in the abstract. Parallel
programming is another area where doing is really required to learn. Some areas
like scheduling are easier to learn conceptually, though conceptual texts present
scheduling in a theoretical way unrelated to real OS design [22]. A case study of
Linux scheduler evolution is more interesting and also exposes students to the
debate about free versus proprietary software (why did Linux evolve so fast, while
the Windows scheduler has not changed much in overall design since Windows

NT?). It is difficult to make this sort of debate come to life without the students
having a feel for how things are actually implemented.
That students battle with low-level concepts like pointers is not a reason to
avoid them. If they must learn them somewhere, an OS course – at the interface
between hardware and software – is a logical place to introduce them. An OS
course also illustrates how pointers can di↵er in di↵erent layers of the system
(file system pointers refer to disk blocks not bytes in memory).

6

Conclusion

The real test of any course is whether it helps the students grow – and that can
be hard to measure in the short term particularly with a final-year course. The
class generally finds the course challenging, as we move rapidly to new concepts
and they are drawing on a very limited prior exposure to low-level coding in C
(one 3-week module in second year). However it would be a lot more challenging
were the course to be based on a real fully-implemented OS.
Students who have taken the course and return after a few years with reports
on its usefulness will be the real test of the value of the approach; the course
has not been running long enough in its current form for such an evaluation.
My own experience is that students taught using this just enough abstraction
approach have a better appreciation of implementation and design issues than
those taught using a purely theoretical approach.
As the course evolves, I plan on varying the detail – changing for example
where I use the three strategies (small subset, trace-driven simulations) and userlevel coding – to find the right mix. In the meantime I invite others grappling
with finding the right balance between abstraction and detail to share ideas.
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